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The Fossil2 energy-economic model is used by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for a

variety of energy and environmental policy analyses° A number of improvements to the model are

under way or are being considered. This report was prepared by the Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory (PNL) to provide a clearer understanding of the current industrial sector module of Fossil2

" and to explore strategies for improving it. The report includes a detailed description of the struc-

ture and decision logic of the industrial sector module, along with results from several simulation

" exercises to demonstrate the behavior of the module in different policy scenarios and under dif-

ferent values of key model parameters. The cases were run with the Fossil2 model at PNL using

the National Energy Strategy Actions Case of 1991 as the point of departure.

The report also includes a discussion of suggested industrial sector module improvements.

These improvements include changes in the way the current model is used; on- and offline

adjustments to some of the model's parameters; and significant changes to include more detail on

the industrial processes, technologies, and regions of the countz_/being modeled. The potential

: 'benefits and costs of these changes are also discussed.
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EXEcvn SUMMARY

The Fcnsil2 energy-economic model was used recently in support of two major analysis

efforts at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-the first National Energy Strategy (NF.S) and

the DOE report to Congress, Limiting Net Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the United States. The

DOE will continue to use this model for policy analysis,at least in the near term. To support this

use, some parts of the model are being improved; but changes to the model's treatment of the

industrial sector are not currently planned, although this treatment is generally considered weak.

Much of the reason for this belief is a general lack of understanding of the model and of how

model parameters are manipulated to simulate the effects of potential policies. The purpose of

this report is to provide a clearer understanding of the current industrial sector module of Fossil2

and explore strategies for improving it. This report was prepared by the Pacific Northwest Lab-

oratory for DOE's Office of IndustrialTechnologies, Conservation and Renewable Energy

Program.(a)

MODEL DES_ON

The FossiL?.model is a large-scale, dynamic simulation model of the U.S. energy supply and

demand system. The code for the model is written in the DYNAMO systems dynamics program-

ming language. The model simulates the energy marketplace by modeling dynamic stocks and

flows for ali energy-producing and energy-consuming sectors. The stocks include energy..produc-

tion facilities (such as oil fields), energy-transformation facilities (such as power plant_), and

energy-consuming entities (such as houses, vehicles, and manufacturingplants). The flows include

ener_' demand and supply, fuel demand and supply, and prices. Model outputs include detailed

projections of U.S. energy supply,energy demand, prices, and environmental emissions over a 40-

year period (DOE 1991b).

The industrial demand sector is modeled at a highly aggregated level using four industry-wide

" energy end-use categories: steam, machine drive/electrolytic processes, other process heat, and

I,
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(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle
Memorial Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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feedstocks. Industrial cogeneration is considered a subset of steam demand. The industrial sector

module has a set of conservation supply curves for each end-use based on specific technologies.

Figure S.1 summarizes the series of steps Fossil2's industrial sector module uses to convert

macroeconomic indexes into forecasts of demands for energy services; investments in energy effi-

ciency; market Shares for competing fuels; and, finally, actual fuel use. Fossil2 is an integrating

model of the U.S. energy system; thus, the decision flow depicted in Figure S.1 does not exist in

isolation. For example, fuel consumption in one time increment in the industrial sector affects

fuel production, as well as fuel consumption in other end-use sectors, through a system of price

feedbacks. In the next time increment, these effects return to the industrial sector through

changes in the macroeconomic indexes that begin its logic flow. The feedbacks to the rest of the

energy sector modules can therefore be interpreted as completing the circle from the bottom to

the top of the flow chart shown in Figure S.1.

Fossil2 measur_ the demand for energy services in each of the end.use categories in terms

of the Btu of useful energy delivered. By definition, the energy service demand would equal

actual energy consumption if ali equipment were operating at 100% efficiency. When investments

in energy efficiency are undertaken, energy consumption will then be closer to the corresponding

energy service demands.

The demand for energy services in each of the four end-use categories is the product of a

baseline service demand per unit of industrial production, an aggregate measure of industrial

productivity (the Industrial Production Index [IPI]), and a set of product/process change multi-

pliers (PPCMs). Baseline service demand must be set in conjunction with the levels of demand in

the year for which the IPI is standardized.

Along with the IPI, _he PPCMs are the most critical parameters in modeling energy con-

sumption in Fossil2's industrial sector module. They must incorporate, in a single set of time-

dependent variables for each end-use service, the aggregate product and process mix of the

industrial sector. Because of the high level of aggregation in the industrial sector module, the

PPCMs are the only mechanism available for capturing changes in the nation's product mix and

evolutions in industrial processes. The PPCMs are specified exogenously to the model and have

no endogenous behavior.
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SIMULATIONRUNS

We performed several simulation exe_ to demonstrate the behavior of the Fossil2

industrial module in different policy scenarios and under different values of key model param-

eters. The cases were run with the Fossil2 model at PNL using the NES Actions Case of 199.1as

the point of departure. The cases run are as follows.

• increased fuel prices (carbon taxes up to $750/mtC)

• higher and lower discount rates (from 5% to 33%)

• accelerated end decelerated capital stock retirement rates (each by 25% relative to the
NES Actions Case)

• removal of the behavioral multiplier effect, which normallycaptures short-term energy
management steps taken in response to fuel price changes

• removal of the effect of retrofits on energy consumption.

Most cases had interesting, end sometimes counterintuitive, impacts on cogeneration use and

on total industrial energy use. These cases illustrate well the kinds of _ for which the

Fouil2 model is a useful tool: capturing complex interactions among competing causal factors

that might not immediately be obvious to an analyst without the aid of a modeL

The types of analyses for which the model is not as well suited, and other model drawbacks,

point to strategies for improving both the use of the model and the model itself.

STRATEGIES FOR IM ROVEMENTS IN MODEL US_____EE

The assumptionsandparametervaluesusedinthemodelshouldbereportedalongwiththe

results of an analysis. Off-line calculations or model runs l_d to derive model inputs to FossiL?.

should be clearly descn_eck Reporting of such factors allows the analyst to better interpret for

decision-makers the results of exercising the model under various scenarios. Some of the assump-

tions and parameter values that should be reported are the PPCMs, the behavioral multipliers, the

capital stock retirement rates, and the embedded market share constraints on the use of particular
t

fuels.

_. Additional "policyhandles" related to the PPCMz would be a valuable addition to the model.

These handles can be provided via off-line analysis tools that can be used to derive the PPCMs.
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For example, a spreadsheet processor could be,used to make parametric changes to product mix

and industrial production, changes that are then used to modify the PPCMs for input to the

model.

The translation of pro_ polio" actions into changes in model inputs or parameters should

also be made clear. Without such a description, the analyst is at a disadvantage in trying tO inter-

. pret whether the policy was handled appropriatelyand in presenting results to decision-makers.

Modeling the effects of accelerated research and development is of particularinterest to CE pro-

, gram managers and poficy-makers. Different research and development investment policies are

perhaps modeled best using a "scenarioanalysis"approach, in wh/ch a different conservation sup-

ply curve for each investment scenario is constructed outside the model Fos,s/12can then be used

to test the impact of the inferred technological improvements with/n its industrial sector

framework.

STRATEGIES FOR,MORE SLrBST_E CHANGF.__TO.,,THE,MODE,,,L

One of the major obstacles that confi'onts an analyst attempting to interpret the results of a

Fossil2 scenario is that he or she is provided only the fuel consumption results. The analyst does

not have the information required, for example, to compare two scenarios with different consump-

tion projections and determine how much of the difference in results is due to changes in service

demand, in fuel market shares, in energy efficiency, or in some other factor. To remedy this

problem, Foss/L2could report the energy efficiencies of the capital stock along with the fuel con..

sumption results for each scenario. Implementing this strategy would require some minor

recoding of the model in addition to coordinating with conservation supply curve database.s.

The FossiL2industrial sector module does not distinguish stock by its vintage or age.

Because it has no additional information available to it, the model operates as if retiring stock

were at the average stock efficiency. Among the implications of this modeling strategy is that the

impact of conservation or energy efficiency investments may be systematically understated. This

drawback could be addressed by implementing a system of discrete vintages for the capital stock

of each fuel and end-use combination. For example, capital stock could be grouped by 5- or 10-

year blocks. The oldest vintage would be the stock at the assumed maximum capital lifetime, and

most of the retirements from stock would come from this vintage. Implementing the discrete
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vintaging system would require a significant effort to collect additional historical data for the

industrial sector. A fair amount of recoding of the model would also be required to incorporate

the new stock retirement system and to classify parameters such as efficiencies and market shares

by vintage. The benefits of the discrete vintaging system would include a greater degree of preci-

sion in the model's results, as well as enhanced flexibility in the types of conservation policies that

can be tested effectively with the model.

STRATEGIES FORSlGNIFIC_ CHANGES,,,TO THE MODEL

As currently configured, energy use in Fossil2's industrial sector module is aggregated into

four industry-wide end-uses. If DOE continues to use Fossil2 as a major policy analysis tool,

there may be _ustification for providing a greater level of detail in its industrial sector module.

One way to do this would be to organize energy demand by industries rather than by aggregate

end-use categories. This could be done by SIC-code industry or by SIC industries reclassified

according to their energy use, with the most detailed attention given to the energy-intensive

industries. This reorganization would require a substantial effort to collect data and to calibrate

the model; however, most of the existing modeling paradigm would still be valid under the new

system.

Reorganizing the Fossil2 industrial sector module by industrial classes offers several potential

benefits. With a more refined level of detail, the model would be more precise and, possibly,

more accurate. The model inputs would be more precisely defined, and the analyst would be

provided with a clearer picture of the industrial energy system results as projected by the model.
J

This clearer picture would help the analyst in interpreting the results and supporting them to

policy-makers.

A simpler approach to improving the specificity of Fossil2 modeling results is to break out

more specific end-uses, such as motoPs and lighting. Such a reconfiguration would allow easier

analysis of specific programs, such as those directed at increasing the capital stock turnover rate

(and hence, the adoption rate of more efficient stock) for ubiquitous technologies, such as motors.

No fundamental changes to the model structure would be required, although additional conserva-

tion supply curves for the new end-uses would be needed.
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Another way to provide more detail in the Fossil2 model is to break its results out according

region. FossiL2currentlymodels the national energy economy as a single entity;,therefore, its

assumptions about prices, stocks, re_urces, etc., are not distinguished by region. Often, policy-

makers are not concerned solely with the effects of a policy on the nation as a whole: they are

concerned with the effects on various regiom of the country. The potential benefits of

regionalizing the Fossil2 industrial sector module include the ability to address regional fuel avail-

ability and constraints, regional price differences, non-uniform grow_ in industries across regions,

and the impacts of policies on individual regions. AL_o,the model would operate at a greater
w

degree of precision than the aggregate national model and would provide the analyst with more

information to support the model's results to policy-makers. The conceptual design for regionafiz-

ing _ssil2's industrial sector module would notbc difficult, but the scale of effort in terms of col-

lecting data and calibrating the model would increase directlywith the number of regions.

FINAL _OUGHTS

The expected benefits of any specific industrial module development would, of course, have

to be judged not only in terms of its own costs, but also in terms of the opportunity costs that

impact the development of the rest of the model. Specific changes to the model's industrial sec-

tor representation may be desirable themselves, but resources (as well as computer memory)

might be better applied to further developiug other sectors of the model. Efforts to modify the

industrial sector would only be successful if they were coordinated with the development of the

other energy sectors in FossiL2. Reorganization of the Fossil2 industrial sector module based on

industries or regions would not be warranted if DOE does not plan to use Fossil2 extensively in

the future, especially in light of the Energy Information Administration's plans to develop a

National Energy Modeling System.
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. 1.o _ODU_ON_

The Fossil2 energy-economic model was used recently in support of two majoranalysi_

efforts at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)--the first National Energy Strategy (NES) and

the DOE report to Congress, Limiting Net Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the United States (DOE

1991a). At least in the near term, DOE will continue to use this model for policy analyses. In

particular,we expect Fouil2 to be used for additional NF_.San_ beginning in the fall of 1992.

. One of the goals of DOE's Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy (CE) is to

provide stronger analyticalbackup for CE programs and proposed initiatives in the next NES

analysis. To this end, some parts of the FossiL2model are being improved. However, changes in

the model's treatment of the industrial sector are not curreatly planned. A better understanding

of Fouil2's industrial energy demand module would help C_ particularly the Office of Industrial

"l]_chnologies(OFF), analyze the treatment of the industtel sector in future DOE policy analysis

efforts.

Because the real-world industrial sector is complex and heterogeneous, industrial energy

demand is necessarily depicted on a more aggregate level than the other end-use sectors in

_i12. Nevertheless, Fossil 2's treatment of the industrial sector is generally considered weak.

Much of the reason for tl_ belief is a general lack of understanding of the model and of how

model parameters are manipulated to simulate the effects of potential policies. In general, the

indtmrial energy demand model's particularstrengths, weaknesses, and potential uses are well

understood only by the small group of modelers who work with it regularly. Although a full doc-

umentation of the model code is now available, it does not assess fully the strengths and weak-

nesses of the model and is not in a format that can be read and interpreted by policy-makers

without substantial effort and a detailed knowledge of the programming language.

1.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide a clearer understanding of the current industrial sec-

, tor module of Fossil2 and to explore options for improving it. The report is intended to inform

=
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DOE program managers, analysts, and policy-makers about the model end to provide a platform

to stimulate further disctmion about ways to incorporate industrialsector energy demand into

economy-wide energy poficy analysis.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE FOSSI_ MODEL

The Bossil2 model is a large-lc,,alc,dynamic simulation model of the U.S. energy supply and

demand system. The code for the model is written in the DYNAMO systems dynamics program-

ming language. The model simulates the energy marketplace by modeling dynamic stocks and

flows for all energy-producing and energy-comuming secto_ The stocks include energy.produc-

tion facil/ties (such as oil fields), energy-transformationfac/lit/es (such as power plants), and

energy-consuming entities (such as houses, vehicles, and manufacturingplants); the flows include

energy demand and supply, fuel demand and supply, and prices. Model outputs include detailed

projections of U.So energy supply,energy demand_prices, and environmental emi_ions over a 40-

year period(DOE1991b).

Because this report focuses on the demand side of the U.S. energy system, the approach to

modeling the energy-consuming sectors in Fc_fl2 is descn'bed in more detail here. The four

demand sectors (residential buildings, commercial buildings, transportation, and industry) are

structured around the concept of energy services. This approach treats energy as a way to pro-

vide services (such as space conditioning, fighting, and industrialsteam) to final consumers. In

each sector, demand for energy _ is first determined based on macroeconomie inputs (num-

ber of residences, commercial floor space, and industrial production index) and on assumptions

about baseline per-unit energy service demand. The final demands for energy services and fueL_

arc then determined based on the assumption that consumers act to minimize their total energy

se[_,'icccosts, not just their fuel expenditures. In this framework, the total energy service cost is

determined by both the cost of fuel and the capital cost of the technology chosen to provide the

energy service. The capital cost component includes incremental costs for conservation measures;

the fuel cost component considers energy savings from conservation investments.

In each _r, conservation investments for new equipment in each fuel and end-use combi-

nation are calculated basexl on the assumption that consumers invest in conservation measures up

to the point at which the fuel cost savings equal the additional investment. At this point, energy
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service costs for using a given fuel are minimiT_i. For each fuel and end-use pair, a conservation

supply curve is incorporated into the model These _Lrves relate the capital costs of available

energy-effident technologies to the percent energy savings in order of in_ing cmt (see Chap-

ter 2). These curves provide Fossil2's technological detail in determining the demand sectors'

long-_rm response to fuel price changes.

. In each end-use category witkin a sector, market shares of competing fuels are computed for

new equipment. Market shares are based on the relative energy service costs (including base

. capital cost, incremental cost for conservation, and fuel cost) of each fuel and end-use combina-

tion. Market shares arc calculated using a standard mulfinomial logit algorithm. This algorithm

captures the variability in costs experienced by comumers so that ali investment is not directed at.

a single least-cost fuel choice (see Chapter 2). Caps are impmed as limits on the maximum

market shares of some fuels to reflect regional and logistical comtraints on fuel access.

Once market shares of competing fuels are determined, capital stock turnover for energy-

using equipment i._computed. The model computes fuel consumption based on the efficiency of

the existing stock and a cost-driven behavioral multiplier. The multiplier mimics the effect of

short-term conservation measures taken in response to price changes. For example, in response

to rapidenergy price increases, industrialmanagers implement energy management measures that

can be put into place quickly (e.g., steam pipe insulation and boiler adjustments). The multiplier

also captures the "take-back"phenomenon that occurs when energy prices are lower than normal.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF FOSSIL2'S INDUSTRIAL DEMAND SECFOR MODULE

In this section, we briefly introduce the Fossil2 industrial demand module. A more detailed

analysisof the module is provided in Chapter 2. The industrial demand sector is modeled using

four energy end-use categories: steam, other process heat, machine drive/electrolytic processes,

and feedstocks. The model currently uses the end-use category/fuel combinations shown in

Table 1.1.

In Fossil2, industrial cogeneration is considered to be a subset of steam demand. Industrial

' cogeneration is considered to be an energy end-use rather than an energy supply option.

1.3
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TABLE 1.1. Fossil2 Industrial End-Use/Fuel Combinations

F._d-Use _ _ Co......_ Electricity_ Renewables

Steam * * * *

Heat * * * *

Mach. Drive/Electrolytic • ® * •

Feedstocks * o •

Cogeneration market share, within total steam demand, is a function of cogenerating costs and

electricity prices. The electricity produced via cogeneration is subtracted from the total industrial

electricity demand.

The industrial sector module has its own set of conservation supply curves for modeling con-

servation investment in the industrial end-use categories. For steam production, cogeneration

competes directlywith boilers. Biomass fuel is included in both boilers and cogeneration but is

limited to that portion of the industrial market representing the paper and wood products indus-

try. In process heat, coal has a limited market share because impurities prohibit its use inmany

direct heating applications. Machine drive/electrolytic is primarilyan electric category with com-

petition only from self-generation (e.g., diesel generators). Industrial feedstock demands are spec-

ified exogenously by fuel type (DOE 1991b).

Base service demand is derived from macroeconomic indices (the GNP and the Industrial

Production Index) and a set of product/process change multipliers (PPCMs). The PPCMs are

intended to capture the changes in energy intensity (energy service demanded per unit of output)

that accompany changes in the mix of industries, products, and industrial processes over time.

Changes in industry mix will affect the growth in energy service demands because energy inten-

sity and the types of energy services required vary among industries. Changes in products can

have a similareffect; for example, when the chemicals industry shifted from basic chemicals to

more refined products, energy service demand increased. Finally, changes in processes reflect

major changes in the way products are made. Such changes can have significant effects on energy

service demands; for example, the shift from open-hero'rh furnaces to mini-mills in the steel indus-

try decreased the energy intensity of that industry (DOE 1991b).
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1.4 MODELING POLICIES WITH THE FOSSIL2 INDUSTR ,L_LSECTOR

The effects of various types of regulatory and fiscal polie,/instruments on energy use in the

industrial sector have been modeled with Fossil2 (DOE 199la,b). For example, efficiency stan-

dards in the end-use categories described above can be implemented in the model by specifying

"floors" on the conservation supply curves. These floors are minimum levels of energy efficiency

that must be met at various points in time. Under these standards, consumers bear the higher

costs of the more efficient capital equipment specified by the conservation supply curves.

' Another type of policy that has been modeled is accelerated research and development

(R&D) of energy-using equipment in the industrial sector. To model this policy, the conservation

supply curves are shifted to the fight so that, at each level, energy efficiency is available at a

reduced cost. With other things equal, consumers will then be encouraged by the relatively favor-

able economics to invest in higher levels of energy efficiency. The amount by which the supply

curves are shifted is determined outside the model; i.e., no endogenous relationship exists in the

model between money spent on R&D and corresponding improvements in technology perform-

ance or cost-effectiveness. This type of relationship is outside the scope of the Fossil2 model.

Finally, the effects of fiscal policies such as taxes and tax credits can also be modeled using

the Fossil2 industrial sector module. Taxes and tax credits, respectively, raise or lower the capital

and fuel costs of using energy, changes which in turn affect energy investment and fuel use in the

model. Carbon taxes imposed on the combustion of fossil fuels are one type of fiscal policy that

has been studied extensively with the Fossil2 model (DOE 1991a).

1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

Chapter 2 is a critical analysis of the structure of the Fossil 2 industrial sector module, which

analyzes in more detail the aspects of the industrial module described in Chapter 1. Chapter 3

reports the results of exercising the Fossil2 model under different parametric assumptions to gain

• more insight into its behavior. Chapter 4 uses the knowledge gained during this effort as a basis

for examining options to improve the industrial sector module. The appendix contains detailed

• results of the Fossil2 cases discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.0 DES rION OF THE_ INDUSTRIAL SECTOR MOD_

In this chapter, we offer a step-by-step e_lanafion of the logic flow in the Fossil2 industrial

sector module. The discussion is intended to provide an understanding of the basic methodology

Fossil2 employs in modeling the U.S. industrial energy system. It is not our goal, however, to

provide a comprehensive documentation of every detail in the model code. For that information,

the reader is _eferred to the Fossil2 documented code listing prepared by Applied Energy Services

. CAES)(1991).

Figure 2.1 summarizes the series of steps Fossil2's industrial sector module uses to convert

macroeconomic indexes into demands for energyservices,investments in energy efficiency, market

shares for competing fuels, and, finally, forecasts of actual fuel use. The figure also illustrates

which of the parameters in Fossil2's industrial sector module are computed endogenously in the

model and which parameters are specified exogenously and, consequently, have no behavior

internal to the model.

Fossil2 is an integrating model of the U.S. energy system; thus, the de, ion flow depicted in

Figure 2.1 does not exist in isolation. For example, through a system of price feedbacks, fuel con-

sumption in one time increment in the industrial sector affects fuel production, as well as fuel

consumption, in other end-me sectors. In the next time increment, these effects return to the

= industrial sectorthrough changes in the macroeconomic indexes that begin its logic flow. The

feedbacks to the rest of the energy sector modules can be therefore interpreted as completing the

circle from the bottom to the top of the flow chart shown in Figure 2.1.

In the remainder of this chapter, the model's decision steps outlined in Figure 2.1 are

explained in greater detail. Included are definitions, derivations of key parameters, and, where

appropriate, parameter values that are currently in the model.

. 2.1 THE DEMAND FOR ENERGY.SERVICe_S__

.

Because investments in energy efficiency are an integral part of the Fossil2 modeling para-

" digm, a distinction must be made within the model between the amount of energy consumed and

the amount of energy services derived from that consumption. Fossil2 measures the demand for

energy services in each of the end-use categories in terms of the Btu delivered as useful energy.
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By definition, the energy service demand would equal actual energy consumption if ali equipment

were operating at 100% efficiency. When investments in energy efficiency are undertaken, the

difference between energy consumption and corresponding energy service demands will be

decreasexL

While its importance might not be immediately obvious, the distinction between energy serv-

• ices and energy consumed is crucial to Fossil2. As will be explained in more detail, the capacity

of the energy-consuming capital stock is measured in terms of _heLevel of energy services itcan

, provide, while the actual energy consumption is a function of both energy services and invest-

ments in efficiency.

The standard reporting format for the output of a Fossil2 scenario run provides the results in

terms of actual energy consumption, rather than energy service demands. Tests have been per-

formed (DOE 1991a), however, to determine how much of the difference in energy consumption

between any two ,scenariosis due to differences in energy efficiency as opposed to differences in

energy service demands. The tests indicate that virtually ali of the difference could be attributed

to investments in energy efficiency. Although there is a slight feedback effect _om GNP to the

industrial sector, Fossil2 Willnot show industrial energy consumers in the long run as willing to do

without energy services in response to a policy or increases in price.

In the following sections, we discuss the two most critical parameters in modeling industrial

energy consumption in FossiL2: the Industrial Production Index and the Product/process Change

Multipliers.

2.1.1 _dustrial Production _dex

The demands for energy services in the industrial sector are based on an aggregate measure

of industrial productivity, the Industrial Production Index (IPI). The IPI is standardized to a

value of 100 in 1985. A reference trajectory is set as an exogenous anchor, but the IPI does have

a degree of behavioral freedom in the model via a link to GNP in a simple constant elasticity

equation of the type shown as Equation (2.1).(a)

(a) The GNP in Fossil2 also changes slightly in response to changes in the energy sectors.
Fossil2 does not have, however, a rigorous national accounting framework from which GNP
is constructed. Instead, G/qP is modeled as an exogenous time trajectory with an elasticity
feedback linking it to the average price of energy.
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where [PIb = the baseline [PI projection

GNT --- the GToss National Product

a = the income elasticity of industrial energy demand.

The IPI trajectoryused in Fossil2 for the NES analysis is documented, along with other

important macroeconomic assumptions, in the NE$ Technical Ann_ 2 (D_E 1991b). The elasti-

city used to relate changes in the ]:PIto changes in GNP for the N_ analysis was 1.4 (AES

1991). Because this value is greater than one, in FossiL2,any change in industrial production rela-

tive to a reference trajectory will exceed any change in GNT. This elasticity, which must capture

the relationship between GNT and industrial production, is one of the Fossil2 industrial sector

module's key parameters, one that must be determined by an analysis external to the model. For

past studies, values for this elasticity have been determined through a macroeconondc model that

maps the behavioral relationsldp between industrial output and GNP.

The demand for energy services in each of the four end-use categories is the product of a

baseline service demand per unit of industrial production; the IPI; and the Product/Process

Change Multipliers, which are discussed next. Baseline service demand must be set in conjunction

with the levels of demand in the year for which the [PI is standardized.

2.1.2 Product/Pros Change Multipliers

Along with the [PI, the Product/Process Change Multipfiers (PPCMs) are the most critical

parameters in modeling energy consumption in Fossil2's industrial sector module. The degree of

aggregation in the Fossil2 model is such that only the demands for similar types of energy services,

reaching across ali type of industries and manufactured products, are modeled explicitly_ (.The

end-use categories for energy services in the industrial sector are given in Chapter 1.) In other

words, energy use is not classified by SlC code or any similar product distinction. Because of this

type of aggregation, the PPCMs are the only mechanism available in Eossil2 for capturing changes

in the nation's product mix and evolutions in industrial processes.
D

Equation (2.2) shows how the energy service demand for end-use i (ESDi) is derived from

the IPI and the PPCMo
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ESD i = BESDi. PPCM i. IPI (2.2)

where BESDi = the base energy service demand pcr unit of industrial production

PPCM i = the Product/Process Change Multiplier for end-use i

IPI = is the Industrial Production Index.

The PPCMs are specified exogenously to the model and have no endogenous behavior.

Although these parameters are critical to the model, their function may be relatively opaque to

the user. The PPCMs must incorporate, in a single set of time-dependent parameters for each

end-use service, the aggregate product and process mix of the industrial sector. Table 2.1 shows

the values of the PPCMs that were used in the NES analysis. Thus, the values used in the NES

analysis reflect the projection that the amount of energy required per unit of output will decrease

somewhat over time in the steam/cogeneration and process heat energy service categories, but will

increase in the machine drive/electrolytic category. The latter reflects the expectation that

industry will increasingly rely on electricity.

The exogenous PPCMs limit the types of analyses that should be performed with the Fossil2

industrial sector model. Fossil2 cannot predic* the effect of an energy policy on the product mix.

For example, under a policy that creates high electricity prices, one would expect some shift away

from electricity-intensive industries such as aluminum production. Fossil2 cannot reflect this type

TABLE 2.1. Industrial Product/Process Change Multipliers

Steam/Cogeneration Machine Drive/Electrolytic Process Head
Yea__..Lr (1980= 1.00) (1980= 1.00) (1980= 1.00)

1990 0.60 1.00 0.81
2000 0.53 1.04 0.81
2010 0.50 1.11 0.78
2020 0.50 1.15 0.69

" 2030 0.50 1.16 0.69

Source: DOE 1991b.
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of effect endogenously. In this example, the Fossil2 industrial sector would continue to produce

as much aluminum as in a low_lectricity price scenario. It would, however, produce this alum-

inum as efficiently as poss_le.

For past studies, the values of the PPCMs have been computed formally using macroecon-

omic models in conjunction with an industrial sector model having detail at the SIC level. From

these models, the relationship between industrial production and industrial energy service

demands is found. The PPCMs are then the coefficients that relate the demands for energy serv-

ices to the overall IPL In other studies (including the NES analysis), the PPCMs were used to

match industrial forecasts from analyses performed by Energy Information Administration (EIA)

models. Because the PPCMs are specified at such an aggregate level of detail, it is difficult to

infer an industry or policy perspective in understanding the values (this issues is discussed in

Chapter 4).

2.2 INVESTMENTS IN ENERGy EFFICIENCY[

As discussed earlier, energy service demands are just one factor Fossil2 incorporates in deter-

mining energy consumption. The FoLsil2industrial sector module also computes investments in

energy efficient capital (also referred to as conservation in the model) on an economic basis. In

this section, energy consumers in Fossil2 are modeled as investing in energy efficiency to minimize

energy service costs, considering fuel prices, consumer hurdles or discount rates, and capital costs

of energy-consuming equipment. We next discuss how fuel prices are calculated in the industrial

module, the discount rates that are used, and two concepts critical to understanding how Fossil2

model investment in energy efficiency:, conservation supply curves and the conservation invest-

ment decision algorithm.

2.2.1 Fuel Prices

Fossil2 calculates sector-specific fuel prices as the sum of fuel prices at the point of resource

and sector-specific mark-up and transportation charges. The mark-ups to delivered prices are

based on a regression anal,Fis relating resource prices to delivered prices (AES 1991). Any
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energy taxes will also be incorporated into these prices. The resource prices are determined in

the supply sectors of _i12 and are set to approach a supply-demand balance. (a)

2.2.2 _unt Rates

Each end.use has a specific d_count rate that is reed in the decisions for investing in higher

|evel_ of energy efficiency. These discount rates are often referred to as "hurdle rates" because

' they are relatively high and ret]ect more than just the cost of capital. The hurdle rates function

to capture a great deal of consumer behavior phenomena such as limited cash availability,con-

" su__erresistance, hidden costs, and uncertainty. EFacount rates and capital lifetime assumptions

used in the NF.S are shown in _ble 2.2.

2.2.3 C_,werv_t_onSupv_

A conse,zvation supply curve, relates energy efficiency to the corresponding capital cost of

availableenergytechnologies.Each fuelandend.usecombinationintheFo_il2industrialsector

moduleusesa uniqueconservationsupplycurvetomodeltherelationshipbetweenthemarginal

costofinvestinginenergyefficiencyversusthedegreeofenergyefficiencyobtained.The con-

servationsupplycurves_ fortheNF.SanalysisarcdepictedintheNES TechnicalAnnex2

(DOE 1991b).

T___2._,. Capital Lifetime and Discount Rate Assumptions

Capital Consumer
L_nd,Use C.ateg0ry ,_ffetime (vr_) __nt Rate

Steam 25 0.25
Process Heat 25 0.25
Machine Drive/Electrol_ic 213 0..25
Cogeneration 25 0.25

i

Source: DOE 1991b.

(a) Fo_iI2 does not balance supply and demand as a strict economic e_uih'brium, but instead
acts as a "cobweb" tnodel with differential equatiom leading the price trajectory over time
towards a market clearing set of prices. However, this method is equivalent to a strict

• equilibrium as the _Jlutioh interval approaches zero.
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The traditional method of consmmting a conservation supply curve is to assemble a list of

available technologies, along with their energy efficiencies, in order of ascending first cost. A con-

servation supply curve created in this manner would ._ok like the function shown in Figure 2.2,

becoming vertical as the list of available technologies is exhausted. This technology-based

approach to the supply curves is used in the other demand sectors in Fossil2, and it has been used

in the past for the industrial sector.

Be_me of _e heterogeneity of the industrial sector and the aggregate nature of the indust-

rial energy end-uses in Fomil2, the #ect substitutabilitybetween technologies impliedin the

technology-based supply curves may be an oversimplification. For the NES analysis, an alternative

method was employed for constructing the conservation supply curves. Instead of e_raminingcosts

and performance data of different technologies, an empirical relationship between energy prices

and energy consumption was found by examiningenergy consumption at representative industrial

facilities that experienced differing energy prices.
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2.2.4 Conservation Inves_tmentDecision Algori0nnS

In Fossill comumers are assumed to invest in energy-consuming equipment that will min-

their energy service costs. That is, considering fuel prices and discount rates, consumers will

purchase energy equipment that will minimize their total annualized costs of capital and fueL

These costs are mi.imized when investment in energy efficiency or conservation reaches the point

• at which the cost of saving the next unit of energy equals the cost of consuming that additional

unit of energy. Investing less than this amount would r_ult in fuel costs that could have been

• avoided by,paying for more efficiency. Investing mo,_e than this amount would result in a capital

cost that is too high to be recovered by the resulting fuel savings.

minimum cost point follows directly from the first order conditions for cost nfinimization

(from differential calculm). Consider a production function f(2) with two factor inputs, x1 andx2.

In the conservation investment decision, fig) represents the delivered energy ser-c/ce,while x1 and

x2 are energy comumption and conservation investments, respectively. The energy comumer will

choose the mix of conservation investments and energy consumption that will result in the lowest

energy service cost. Cost minimizationis achieved when the technical rate of substitution

between fuel consumption and investments in energy efficiency is equal to the economic rate of

substitution between the two factors (Varian 1984). In other words, the ratio of the marginal

products of the two factors equals the ratio of the marginal costs. The first order minimum cost

condition is thus

0f()

wl (2.3)
of() w2
oh °

where Of(.f)/&1 = the marginal product of energy consumption, which is equal to the energy
efficiency, referred to as EFF in the equ_,,tiom that follow

0f(_)/8¢2 = the marginal product of the cor_servation investment, i.e., the amount of
energy service demand met by an additional unit of investment in comerva-

. tion, referred to as MPcor_in the equations that follow

w1 = the fuel price, which will be denoted Pr, a constant
:
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wz - the marginal cost of conservation, which will increase directly with the
amount of efficiency gained, and will be referred to as M¢conv

By substituting and rearranging terms in Equation (2.3), we can state the minimum cost

expression as

MCc°r_ = ___.Pf (2.4) "
MPcona EFF

One additional step is required to get the expression in Equation (2.4) in the form used in

Fossil2. In order for Fossil2 to allow for different values of consumer hurdle rates, a capital

recovery factor (CRF) or annualization factor, which is a function of both the discount rate and

the capital lifetime, is applied to the marginal cost of the investment and incorporated into the

minimum cost expression as shown in Equation (2.5).(0

MCoo_ P_= (2.5)
MPoom EFF ' CRF

Fossil2 computes the right side of Equation (2.5) and compares this value to the correspond-

ing conservation supply curve for the appropriate end-use and fuel combination. The left side of

the equation represents the values that see plotted on the Y axis of the conservation supply

curve. The X axis of the supply curve gives the amount of energy efficiency gained relative to a

base efficiency at each level of investment.

The optimal level of conservation investment is computed for each fuel in each end-use.

Based on these investment costs and cx)rresponding fuel costs (at the computed efficiencies), an

average energy service cost per million Btu is calculated for each fuel and end,.use combination.

These energy service costs are then used to determine the fuel market shares for new investment

in each end-use category.

(a) Note that because the values in Fossil2's conservation supply curves are first costs (i.e., the
costs are not annualized), they will appear higher than other conservation supply curves that
show only the relationship between energy price and conservation investraent (with an

L

assumed annualization factor already incorporated into the curve). ,
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2.3 MARKET $HARF,S FOR NEW INVESTMENt-X3

For each energy end-use category, the fuel marlmt shares for aew investments is determined

by the relative energy service costs of the competing fuels. Because the market shares calculation

is for new investments, fuel prices can affect the overall market shares for fuels only at the mar-

gin. The fuel market shares for existing stock are a function of past investment decisions and,

. thus, past fuel prices.

In general, the market share determination is based on the assumption that, cetems pambis,

• energy consumers will invest in the fuel choice with the lowest associated energy service cost. In

determining market shares, FossiL?.recognizes that, realistically,consumers will face varying costs

in different areas or in different situations. To account for this variability, FossiL2uses cost dis-

tn'bution functions, rather than point estimates of costs, in computing market shares of competing

fuels.

Figure 2.3 depicts cost distn'bution functions for two competing fuels. Based on the mean

costs only, fuel choice I would capture the entire market. Because of the variability in costs,

however, the cost distribution curves overlap, creating a region in which fuel choice 2 will cost less

than fuel choice 1 and therefore receive a portion of the market share.
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• FIGURE 2.3. Cost Distn,'bution Functions for Two Competing Options
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The functional form for calculating market shares based on these cost distribution functions

is a multinomial logit equation. The logit equation methodology, which can be derived from cost

distributions having the functional form of a WeibuU probability density function, has been used in

several energy models for computing market shares (Edmonds and Reilly 1985). The logit equa-

tion has the desired behavioral properties that the resulting shares will always add to unity, and

competing fuels with higher costs will have lower shares than those with lower costs. Equa-

tion (2.6) is the logit expression for market shares of competing fuels.

si,t = n_i (2.6)

j-1

where si,t = the market share of fuel f in end-use i

ESCi,_ = the energy service cost for fuel f in end-use i

k = the cost distribution parameter

nA = the number of competing fuels in energy end-use i.

The exponent parameter in the logit equation, k, reflects the steepness of the cost distrib-

ution functions. That is, a smaller parameter value means that cost distribution functions are rela-

tively flat, with the resulting market shares relatively insensitive to minor differences in costs of

competing fuels. Converselyl a higher parameter value will result in a rapid shift of market share

to the least-cost fuel. The values of _. used currently in Fossil2 are 6 for industrial steam and 8

for other process heat and machine drive/electrolytic processes (AES 1991). Figure 2.4 shows

market shares for two competing factors under different values of the cost distribution parameter.

In the market share allocations, Fossil2 does account for some regional and logistical con-

straints on fuel availability and appropriateness. For example, inherent maxima for natural gas

and renewables market shares reflect the fact that these fuels are,not available in ali areas. Also,

coal is constrained since it is not feasible to use coal in some applications.
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2.4 CAPITAL STOCK ADDITIONS AND TETRNOVER

FossiL?.tracks the level of energy capital stock in operation for each of the end-use and fuel

combinations in its industrial sector module, with the exception of feedstocks. Because of the dis-

tinction in the model between energy services delivered and actual energy consumption, a pair of

quantities is required for characterizing the capital stock of each end-use and fuel combination.

The first quantity tracked is the energy-services-delivering capacity of the capital stock, while the

second quantity is the corresponding fuel consumption of that capital stock. These quantities are

disctk_sed in the next section; here, we describe how the capital stock is tracked.

The Fossil2 industrial sector tracks energy-consuming capital stock, accounting for additions
e

to and retirements from the stock over time. Although FossiL2 employs a capital stock vintaging

. system, the use of the term "vintagigg" may be misleading in this context because the capital stock
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is modeled as a continuous variable. In other words, there is no discrete vintaging of the stock;

instead, a single quantity is used to represent the existing capital stock for a specific fuel in each

end-use.

The required investment in new stock for an energy end-use iS a function of three factors:

the demand for energy services, the capaci_ of the existing stock, and retirements from existing

stock. Equation (2.7) shows this relationship.

NewStocki = ESDI-STI+RT| (2.7)

where NewStocki = the investment in capital stock for end-use i

ESD i - the energy service demand for end-use i

STi -- the existing stock for end-use i

RTi = the retirements from existing stock for end-use i.

The energy service demand is computed as in Equation (2.2). The existing stock is a func-

tion of the previous period's investments, retirements, and existing stock. Because the capital

stock is specified as a single quantity, the method used for computing retirements from stock is to

assume that the amount of capital stock retired is dh'ectly proportional to the amount of capital

stock in place. This formulation results in an exponentially decaying amount of capital stock,

replenished by new investments. The expression for retirements is given in Equation (2.8).

RTi = STi .RR t (2.8)

where RR i = the retirement rate for end-use i.

With the required amount of new capital stock determined fo_ an end-use, the investment is

then allocated to the competing fuels based on the market shares computed in Equation (2.6).

As F_uation (2.9) shows, investment in each fuel is the product of that fuel's market share and

the required investment in the end-use.
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NewStocki, f = si,f • NewStock i (2.9)

where NewStockt,f = the new capital stock for fuel f in end-use i.

This method of tracking capital stock as continuous variables with retirements determined by

exponential decay rates has several implications in the model. One result is that the model does

• not distingu_h older stock ft-ore newer stock. The model cannot proceed over time, therefore, by

retiring the oldest stock first in each time period, although this operating mode is implied to some

• extent in the model's handling of fuel consumption. In addition, the retirement rates are specified

exogenously to the model, so early or late retirements on an economic basis are not considered.

(See Table 2.2 for capital lifetime assumptions.)

2.5 FUEL CONSUMPTION

The. final computations made by Fossil2's industrial module lead to its projections of the fuel

consumed in each energy end-use. Fuel consumption is determined by three factors: the fuel

consumption of the capital stock, the reductions in fuel consumption from retrofit_ of existing

stock, and a behavioral multiplier based on fuel bills relative to a base.

2.5.1 Fuel Consumption of Capital Stock

As discussed in the section on capital stock turnover, Fossil2 maintains a set of fuel con-

sumption variables that serve a complementary function to the capital stock variables. These vari-

ables track the total fuel consumption of the capital stock in each fuel and end-use category.

They are treated analogously to the capital stock variables in that fuel consumption is added to

the total as new investments are made and is subtracted as stock retires. Equation (2.10) shows

this relationship.
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NewStoekl,f,t

Fuelstkl,t,t = Fuelstk|,t,t_1 + MEFF|,f,t - Fuelstkt,f,t.1 .RRI (2.10)

where NewStoclq,t --- the new capital stock for fuel f in end-use i

RR l - the retirement rate for end-use i
q

Fuelstki,_ ffi the stock of total fuel consumption for fuel f in end-use i

MEFFI,t --- the marginal efficiency (determined by the investments in eomervation)
for fuel f and end-use i

t ffi the time index.

Note from Equation (2.10) that additiom to the fuel consumption total are a function of the

conservation investment decisions. For example, greater investment in energy efficiency will result

in a smaller amount added to the fuel consumption total for a specified energy services capacity.

Note also the computation of retirements from total fuel consumption. Fossil2 assumes that fuel

consumption from existing stock decreases at the same rate at which the capital stock retires.

This result can be explained as one part underlying assumption and two parts modeling artifact.

The underlying assumption here is that, by the time it reaches retirement, the capital stock will

have been operated and maintained to a point at which it is generally no better or worse than the
r

rest of the capital stock. The result is perhaps better explained as an artifact of the modeling sys-

tem. Fossil2 is a continuous systems dynamics model, and capital stock is tracked as a continuous

entity (i.e., there is no discrete vintaging of capital stocks). Once capital stock is added to the

pool of existing stock, it loses its identity; Fossil2 does not distinguish older stock from newer

stock. Therefore_ a reasonable assumption, albeit the only assumption possible given the informa-

tion in the model, is that the retiring capital stock is of average energy efficiency.

2.5.2 .Reduction in Fuel Consumption Due to Retrofit____s

q Fossil2 accounts for the fact that, as fuel prices rise, the efficiency of existing energy-consum- ,

ing capital stock will be upgraded. For each fuel and end-use pair, Fossil2's industrial sector

module incorporates efficiency-enhancing retrofits of capital stock as reductions in the value of

total fuel consumption stated in Equation (2.10). Again, given the continuous structure of the
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capital stock and fuel variables, a reasonable, but arguablyad hoe, method is used for determining

the amount of fuel saved from retrofits.

For each fuel and end-use, a "target"efficiency for retrofits is computed. The target effi-

ciency is a function of the efficiency of the new stock and an efficiency taken from conservation

supply curves created especially for retrofits of stock. The latter stock is assumed to be in place

before the beginning of the model's simulation period. In the model, the efficiency of the capitalI

stock in a given period will move, through the retrofit mechanism, toward the efficiency of the

new stock being added in that period. This movement, however, lags behind the new stock's effi-

ciency by a constant delay factor. Equation (2.11) is a representative expression for the reduction

in fuel consumption from retrofits.

_L

STi,f,t
Fuelstki,f,t -

TEFFi,f,t (2.11)
Fuelstki,f,t = Fuelstki,f,t -

Delay I

where Fuelstki, f = the stock of total fuel consumption for fuel f in end-use i first computed in
Equation (2.10)

TEFFi, r = the target efficiency of retrofits (a) for fuel f and end-use i

STi,t = the existing stock for fuel f and end-use i

Delay i = the retrofit delay factor for end-use i

t = the time index.

While this approach may be lacking a rigorous foundation, it does have an intuitive explana-

tion and is actually a clever way to incorporate the important phenomenon of retrofits, given the

constraints of the model programming paradigm. The retrofit delay term was assumed in the NES

(a) For a complete representation of the computation of target efficiencies for
: retrofits, see the Fbssil2 Documented Code Listing (ALES1991).
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analysis to be ten years for the industrial sector energy end-uses (AES 1991). The impact of

Fossil2's treatment of retrofits on industrial energy consumption projections will be examined

empirically in the next chapter.

To reiterate what is stated by Equations (2.10) and (2.11), additions to and removals from

the total fuel consumption of the existing capital stock are determined based on the marginaleffi-

ciency and the average efficiency, respectively. Next, any reductions in total fuel consumption due

to retrofits of the existing capital stock are computed. The final factor in computing fuel con-

sumption is the behavioral multiplier, which is discussed next.

2.5.3 Behavioral Multipliers

While long-term elasticity of energy demand behavior in Fossil2 is captured through the con-

servation investment and market share algorithms, the behavioral multipliers function to capture

the short-term elasticity behavior in the model. This short-term behavior reflects decisions to do

without some energy services when fuel bills are relatively high, as well as decisions to demand

more energy services when fuel bills are rel.....ely low. An expression for fuel consumption with

the behavioral multipliers is given as Equation (2.12).

Fuelstki,t,t _-BHMi,t . Fuelstki,f,t (2.12)

where Fuelstki,f = the stock of total fuel consumption for fuel f in end-use i from
Equation (2.11)

BHM i = the behavioral multiplier for end-use i

t = the time index.

In the model, the behavioral multipliers are determined by the ratio of current fuel bills, to

historical fuel bills, subject to a delay term. The resulting short-term elasticities, which can be

derived from the behavioral multiplier values, are generally from 10% to 15%. The effect of

these multipliers will also be explored empirically in the next chapter.
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2.6 TREATMENT OF COGENERATION IN THE MODEL

Within Fossil2's industrial sector, cogeneration is treated as a separate technology option

that competes with conventional steam boilers in the x_;_:_rketfor new investments in industrial

steam stock. Cogeneration boilers in the model have _.hesame fuel options as the conventional

boilers and also have their own set of conservation supply curves. In the market share competi-

. tion, the value of electricity generated is deducted as a credit from the energy service cost compu-

tation for the cogeneration technologies. Therefore, when the industrial sector faces a higher

. electricity price, investments in cogeneration become more economically attractive.

In the Fossil2 structure, the model makes a distinction between "cogeneration" in the

industrial sector and non-utility generators or independent power producers (IPPs). In the model,

cogeneration is assumed to generate electricity that is consumed entirely within the industrial sec-

tor. The electricity produced by the cogenerating boilers is seen as a reduction in the industrial

sector's demand for purchased electricity, and the model's reported value of electricity consumed

by the industrial sector is the amount generated outside the sector and purchased. (a) Fossil2

considers IPPs separately in its electricity sector.

2.7 RENEWABLES

In addition to the biomass fuels, which compete with the fossil fuels for market share in

industrial steam and cogeneration, there are several sources of renewable energy that are speci-

fied exogenously in Fossil2. For example, consumption in the industrial sector of pulp and paper

waste, urban solid waste, and geothermal energy is included in the model. An exogenous forecast

of hydroelectricity generated within the industrial sector for its own consumption is also incorpor-

ated as a reduction in the industrial sector demand for purchased electricity.

2.8 FEEDSTOCKS

• Fossil2 cannot model the petrochemicals or other energy feedstocks industries in detail.

Therefore, fuel consumed as feedstocks must be set exogenously so that it can be included in the
i,

(a) Fossil2 also includes electricity self-generating technologies for industrial machine drive
" services, but the amount is quite small.

z
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industrialenergy projections and system-wide energy balances. Feedstock assumptions for the

NES analysis were taken from Assumptions for the Annual Energy Outlook 1990 (EIA 1990) and

are shown in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3. Industrial Feedstocks Assumptions (a)

Asphalt Other Liquids Liquids Gases Met. Coal
Yea__.r.r _ (mbd) Total TLT.Q__ (MST).

1990 0.5 1.9 2.4 1.1 46
2000 0.5 2.0 2.6 1.1 45
2010 0.6 2.2 2.8 1.1 40
2020 0.6 2.4 3.0 1.1 35
2030 0.6 2.6 3.2 1.0 25

(a) mhd = million barrels/day; TCF = trillion cubic feet; MST = million short tons.

Source: DOE 1991b.
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3.o  ALYSlS OFS TION

In this chapter, we present the results of simulation eae_ performed using the Fossil2

model Our p_ is to demonstrate the model's behavior in different policy scenarios and

under different values of key model parameters, The combination of the model description in

Chapter 2 and the ease studies presented in this chapter will offer industrial programmanagers
D

and interested industrialenergy analysts a better understanding of tim potential applications as

well as the limitations and shortcomings of the Fossil2 model's industrial sector module. This

knowledge should help CE and OIT to participate in and contn_outeto DOE policy studies in

which the Foasfl2 model is employ_

,Aliof the cases _ in this chapter were run with the Fossil2 model at PNL using the

NES Actions Scenario of 1991 as the point of departure. The cases examined here are purely

iUustrative, that is, no policy recommendations are implied, and our choice of the _ Actions

Scenarioasourreferenceeasereflectsthefactthatitsassumptiomandresultsarefamiliartoa

wideaudienceofDOE energyanalysts.DetailedresultsoftheK)ssil2casesrunforthisstudyarc

includedintheappendix.The projectedindustrialenergycomumptionresultsfortheNES

ActionsCaseareshowninFigure3.1.A completedescriptionoftheNES assumptionsand

projectedresultsateprovidedinDOE (1991b).

3.1 _'rN_NTS IN ENE,_QY _,,FFIC_._CY _ FUEL __T SHARES

InChapter2,we discussedthekeyfactorsfordeterminingtheinvestmentsinenergyeffi-

ciencyinthemodel Two parameterscriticaltotheseinvestmentdecisionsarefuelpricesand

comumer discountrates.Inthissection,wc willtesttheresponsivenessoftheseinvestmentsover

arangeoffuelpricesanddi.u:ountrates.Our measureofrespomivcncsswillbctheamountof

- energy co_umed over time in the industrial sector. As diseu.gsedin Chapter 2, earlier studies

(DOE I991a) have demonstrated that external policies will have a negligible effect on the energy

' service demands in Fossil2. Therefore, we can attribute the difference in total energy consump-

tion between two cases to invcstm¢nts in energy efficiency. (a)

" (a) One complication is the effect of t/ac short-term behavioral multiplier on fuel consumption;
we also present the results of testing this effect in this chapter.
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3.1.1 Respor)se to Fuel Prim

A carbon tax as a policy affecting end-use fuel prices has been studied extensively (DOE

1991a). A carbon tax can be considered a surrogate for changes in fuel price for our purposes

here. The price increase due to a carbon tax is directly proportional to the carbon content of the

fuel. For coal, oil, and gas the carbon contents used in the Fossil2 model are 25.45 Teragrams

carbon (TgC) pcr quad, (a)20.98 TgC per quad, and 14.55 TgC pcr q,_ad, respectively (AES

1991). Therefore, a tax of $100 pcr metric tonne of carbon (mtC) would add approximately $2.55

per million Btu to the price of coal, $2.10 per million Btu to the price of oil, and $1.46 per

million Btu to the price of natural gas. In our analysis, renewable fuels are not penalized under

(a) In Fossil2, energy is measured in English units (quads, or quadrillion Btu, where 1 quad is
equivalent to approximately 105 exajoules), while carbon emissions are measured in metrice

units

32



the carbon tax. In the carbon tax cases studied here, the taxes were applied to the entire energy

system. As a result, the electricity price faced by the industrial sector reflects the carbon tax paid

by the electric utilities and its effect on the fuel mix in the utility sector.

Carbon taxes (or any energy taxes) affect both the amount of energy consumed and the

market shares of competing fuels. A series of carbon taxes from $O/mtC(NF_ Actions Case) to

, $750/mtC_') were run using the Knsil2 model Figure 3.2 shows industrial energy consumption
-

values from Fossil2 for 1990 to 2030 under a $250hntC cadx_n tax. Compare this figure with the

. NE_ Actions Case results in Figure 3.1. As eapected, total energy consumption is decreesed

Quads
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0

_-_ 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Year

FIGUI_ 3.2. $250/mtC Tax Case: Total Indt_trial Sector
, Energy Consumption, by Fuel_

P

(a) These levels of carbon taxes are studied here for illustrative purposes only. Study of the
structural changes to the energy economy that might be caused by extremely high carbon

: taxes is beyond the scope of the Fossil2 model.
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under the carbon tax. The difference is sharp at first, with the carbon tax reducing consumption

by 15% relative to the NES Case in the year 2000, leveling off to a decrease of 11% by 2030.

One reason for the leveling off towards the end of the time horizon is the effect that the

c.arbon tax has on investments in cogeneration. Because the carbon tax increases the price of

electricity, cogeneration receives a favorable push in the market for investments in new steam

stock. Of course, this incentive is considered jointly in the model with the carbon tax that must

be paid for burning fossil fuels in a cogeneration facility, but the net effect in some situations will

be an increase in cogeneration. We see that in the Fossil2 carbon tax ca._s here. The net effect

of an increase in cogeneration is that, because some quantity of electricity generation is shifted

from the electric utility sector to the industrial sector, the corresponding energy transformation

losses are also s_ from utilities to the industrial sector. Thus, the reduction (from a carbon

mx) in energy consumption atm_outed to the industrial sector will be offset to some extent by an

increase in cogeneration, although the total consumption of the entire energy system will decrease

accordingly. Cogeneration is a prime example of a situation in which an integrating model of the

energy system will capture sn effect more completely than a stand-alone industrial sector model

would be capable of doing.
p

Among the individual _els, coal consumption is affected most by the tax. Its use under the

carbon tax is about 35% of its projected use under the NES Actions. Although the price of gas is

penalized, gas consumption is slightly higher under the carbon tax, as its relative price becomes

more competitive. The consumption of electricity and oil are reduced in the carbon tax case by

8% and 14%, respectively, relative to the NES Case in 2030. Renewables consumption appears

to have reached a maximum constraint in the model at just under 4.0 quad. Although its relative

price is favorably affected by the carbon tax, renewables consumption does not increase, accordihg

to the model Although there is no constraint in the model on the consumption of renewables

per se, the model's market share computations do speci_ portions of the market ha which certain

fuels are not included in the competition for new investments. Neither the values nor the basis t
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tor these market'sharegroupings and constraints are well-<locumented,(a) and, as discussed in

Chapter 4, may be an issue for further study.

Figure 3.3 shows industrial energy consumption in the year 2030 for all the carbon tax cases

studied here. In addition to the relationship between carbon tax rates and industrial energy con-

sumption, Figures 3.2 and 33 show how the market shares of fuels within the industrialsector

, change under a carbon tax. Recall, however, that Fcail2 computes market shares for new invest-

ments only. The carbon tax then affects the market share directly just at the margin. Market

. shares for capital stock already in place are not affected, and the fuel mix of the entire capital
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FIGURE 3.3. "tbtalIndustrial Sector Energy Consumption
, in 2030 venus Carbon "liceRate

(a) The difficulty in specifying explicit market share constraints is an artifact of the modeling
approach employed, as well as of the DYNAMO computer language. Actual values for
market share constraints in the existing code would have to be derived by exercising the
model over a range of relative fuel prices.
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stock takes time to adjust to a carbon tax as old stock retires. Figure 3.3 shows the fuel mix after

the carbon taxes have been in piace for approximately 40 years. In Figure 3.2, the adjustment in

the fuel mix over time i_ more clearly portrayed.

From Figure 3.3, we see that the $750/mtC tax drives coal virtuallyout of the fuel mix of the

industrial sector. The share of gas, however, is increased by the carbon taxes, from 21% in the

NES Case to 27% under the $750hntC case. The shares of off and electricity are relatively

unaffected by the tax. As discussed above, renewable energy consumption in Fossil2's industrial

sector module appears to have an inherent maximum of about 4 quad. The carbon tax cases put

renewables at its maximum in the model, so its share grows only slightly as total sector consump-

tion decreases.

3.1.2 Response to Discount Ra_

As discussed in Chapter 2, the discount rates for industrial energy consumers are an integral

factor in Fossil2's handling of the investment in energy efficiency and, consequently, play a signifi-

cant role in determining total industrial sector energy consumption. Because of their importance,

it is instructive to analyze the effect of a range of rates on Fossil2'senergy consumption

projections.

Figure 3.4 shows Fossil2 projections of industrial energy consumption, by fuel, for the year

2030, assuming discount rates of 5%, 10%, 25% (NES Action Case), and 33%. As expected, total

energy decreases as the interest rate decreases. With total sector consumption of 31.6 quad at a

5% discount rate and 35.0 quad at a 33% discount rate, the range of variation is just under 11%.

The contributions to total consumption by each fuel, however, do not change uniformly with the

discount rates. For example, the total share of electricity, a relatively capital non-intensive choice,

is about 11% in the 5% discount rate case but grows to just under 20% in the 33% case. On the

other hand, the total share of coal changes inversely with the discount rate, with a share of 10%

in the 5% case and a share of 8% in the 33% case.
Q

These cases show that fuel consumption in Fossil2 does not necessarily decrease as discount

rates are lowered. At first, this may appear counterintuitive as well as contradictory to the pre-

vailing opinion that one way to decrease energy consumption would be, through some
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informational or financial assistance program, to effectively lower the hurdle rates consumers typ-

ically apply when purchasing energy-consuming equipment. While this is generally true, in some

cases, the situation is more complicated.

What a lower discount rate really implies is that consumers will be willing to make higher

levels of capital investments in energy equipment in order to take advantage of future fuel cost

savings. The discount rate is applied not just to the capital investments in higher levels of energy

efficiency, but alto to the base cost of capital equipment for each fuel and end-use combination.

, Capital investment generally implies higher levels of investment in energy efficiency, as exempli-

fied in Fossil2's conservation supply curves; but a lower discount rate also means that investments

. in a relatively inexpensive but capital-intensive fuel such as coal will become more attractive, with

the potential end result that coal consumption increases as the discount rate decreases. This

point is emphasized here because it provides an excellent illustration that the Fossil2 model is an
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appropriate tool for capturing complex interactions among competing causal factors. Such inter-

actions might not be immediately obvious to an analyst without the aid of a model (a)

As in the carbon tax cases, there are also interactive effe_ as investment in cogeneration

capacity transfers some conversion losses from the utility sector to the industrialsector and, thus,

masks the impact of energy savings when the industrial sector is studied in isolation° In general,

cogeneration is relatively capital-intensive, so lowering the discount rate to 5% will increase

cogeneration investment, while raising it to 33% will decrease investment. As the output tables in

the appendix show, however, lowering the discount rate to 10% decre.a_ investment in cogenera-

tion relative to the NF_ Actions Case results. This result indicates that the 10% discount rate, in

conjunction with the relevant capital costs and fuel prices, causes the discounted life-cycle costs of

coal and biomass conventional boilers to be less than that of cogenerating boilers. Again, this

point is stressed to show how a model like Fossil2 can capture complex interactions among differ-

ent causal factors.

Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3°6 provide more results from varying the Fossil2 industrial sector dis-

count rates. Figures 3.5a and 3.5'o show the time-trajectoryof consumption, by fuel, for the 5%

and 33% cases, respectively. Figure 3.6 offers a time comparison of total industrial sector energy

. consumption projections over the range of discount rates studied here.

3.2 RETIREMENT RATES

One of the limitations of the Fossil2 model is that, because retirement rates are exogenous

constants, the model does not allow for early retirement of capital stock as it becomes unecon-

omic relative to other options. In the end-use sectors, the retirement rate limits the introductioni.

of energy-efficient stock into industrial operations. To explore the sensitivity of the model results

to changes in the retirement rate of capital stock, we accelerated and decelerated retirement rates

by 25% relative to the base rates used for the NF_._.[See Equation (2.8), Chapter 2.] One would

have expected overall energy consumption to increase when the penetration rate of efficient

° (a) This result has some interesting implications for carbon emissions studies, as there may be a
perverse region where lowering discount rates raises carbon erosions by stimulating a switch
to coal from oil and gas in the sectors in which coal is available.
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technologies decreased, and vice versa. However, overall energy consumption increased slightly

(by about 1%) for both decelerated and accelerated retirement rates relative to the NES Actions

Case--in fact, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, the results were about the same for the two cases. (See

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for discussions of the No Behavioral Multiplier Case and the No Retrofit

Case, respectively.) For differences, we must look to the projected fuel mixes.

3.2.1 Deceleration

The most significant effect under decelerated retirement rates was a decrease in the amount

of cogeneration used relative to the NES Actions Case. As shown in Figure 3.8, cogeneration

energy use decreased by 0.5 quad per year, or about 9.5%, by 2030. Figure 3.9, which illustrates

the total industrialenergyusebyfuel in 2030,indicatesthat the marketsharesfor the different

fuelschangedonlyslightlyrelativeto the NES Actions Case. As wouldhavebeenexpectedunder

theslowerintroductionof new technologythat accompaniesdecreasedretirement rates,
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renewables decreased market share, while electricity increased (probably due to price effects). An

increase in electricity use and a concomitant decrease in cogeneration means that additional trans-

mission losses are introduce_ resulting in an increase in overall energy use; however, this effect

would be captured in the utility module rather than in the end-use modules.

3.2.2 Acceleration

The most significant effect under accelerated retirement rates was an increase in the amount

of cogeneration used. As shown in Figure 3.8, cogeneration energy use increased by 0.4 quad per

year, or about 7.5%, relative to the NES Actions Case in 2030• The fact that more energy is used

- in industry under this scenario is an artifact of the model's accounting structure--primary energy

use for electricity production is accounted for in the utility module, while primary energy use for

cogeneration is accounted for in the industrial module. As shown in Figure 3.9, oil use was
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FIGU1_,E 3,8. Total Cogeneration Energy Use in 2030 for Various Cases

roughly the same as in the HFS Actions Case by 2030. Less gas was used in absolute terms; the

market share also decreased. C_al use was about the same. As expected under the increased

rate of new technology introduction that accompanies increased retirement rates, renewables=

increased market share; electricity use also increased, (again) probably due to price effects.

3.3 NO BEHAVIORAL MULTIPLIER CASE

The behavioralmultiplieraccountsforshort-termenergymanagementactivitiesinresponse

to fuel pdcc changes. Its effect on fuel use is effectively removed by ,setting the energy manage-

merit delay term (.see Section 2.5) to virtual infinity (in this case, 100,000). As shown in Fig-

ure 3.7, when the behavioral multiplier is effectively "turned off," overall energy use decreases, a

result that suggests that some degree of "take-back"occurs in the NES Actions Case. That is, in

the NES Actions Case, the short-term energy management activities initially reduce the demand

for energy. As prices fall in response to the drop in demand, energy use increases. This rebound
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in energy use is known as "takingback"the energy savings. That turning off the behavioral multi-

plier in Fossil2 causes energy use to decrease indicates that this take-back behavior was occurring

(being modeled) in the NES Actions Case. This is reflected in the model by setting the behav-

ioral multiplier to a value greater than one.

Turning off the behavioral multiplier also causes cogeneration use to decrease slightly (see

. Figure 3.8). As shown in Figure 3.9, oil use decreases in market share, while gas use remains

roughly the same. Coal also decreases in market share. Electricity increases most dramatically in

market share, while renewables increases slightly.
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3.4 NO RETROHT_CASE

As descrzl_edin Chapter 2, another of the factors incorporated into Fossil2's energy con-

sumption projections is the reduction in demand due to retrofits of existing equipment. The

reductive effect of retrofits on energy consumption is removed by setting the delay terms (see

Equation 2.11, Chapter 2) to virtual infinity (in this case, I00,000).(a) As a result, overall energy

use is increased by a little under 7% (see Figure 3.7). Oil use decreases in market share after

2010. The gas market share increases slightly, then decreases slightly after 2010. The coal market

share is slightly lower. The electricity market share decreases significantly after 2005, while the

renewables market share remains approximately the same. Under this case the amount of cogen-

eration used increased, as illustrated in Figure 3.8.

(a) Recall that the delay terms influence the rate at which retrofits move the efficiency of the
existing stock toward a target efficiency.
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4.0 SUGGFSTIONS FOR USE AND FURTHER DEVELOP_

In this chapter we consider potable improvements and enhancements to both the Fossil2

industrialsector module and the manner in which it is used in policy analysis. Some actions

would be relatively simple; others would require more significant efforts. We begin with _l_esim-

• pier actions, which could be undertaken in the short term. The immediate goal of these actions

would be to improve the model's handling of the industrial sector for future NES analyses.

Because DOE may wish to continue using Fouil2 as a policy analysis tool for some time, we con-

elude by offering some options for more substantive efforts to improve the model's industrial

sector.(_)

A number of Fouil2 development efforts are planned or under way, some of which aff_t

the industrial module. These activities, and their spomors, are listed ['orreference in ]hble 4.1.

4.1 STRATEG_ FOR 12_,ROV'.EME_ IN,MODELUSE

Near-term improvement strategies are those, that can be implemented immediately at little

cost and that will improve the use of the model results. These strategies focus primarily on

reporting the assumptions, the parameter values, and the results of the analysis. Off-line calcula-

tions or model rum use_ to derive model inputs to Fossil2 should be clearly descn_l. Reporting

such factors allows the analyst to provide decision-makers with better interpretations of model

runs. Some of the assumptions and parameter values that should be reported are discussed

below.

The PPCM structure limits the FossiL?,industrial sector to performing ana}_is of economic

behavior around a predetermined/n0ustxial product and process mix scenario. As a consequence,

Fossil2 is not able to capture the effects of energy policies on the product and process mix, Thi_

• need not be considered a shortcoming of the model. Fossil2 is an aggregate integrating model of

(a) These development efforts are discussed under the assumption that Fossil2's current"
constraint on computer memory is a temporary problem that will be overcome in the very
near future.
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_.. Summary of Current Fossil2 Development Activities and Sponsors

INPLrI'/OUTPUT ROUTINES

Input User Interface (EP).(a) Develop a spreadsheet summarizing basic assumptions to load data into
model input tiles and '_odocument NES base case variables.

Output User Interface (EP). Make model output files compatible with the new output spreadsheets.

MACROECONOMIC SECTOR

Calculation of Welfare losses (EP/OEA).(b) Develop a method for calculating changes in consumer and
producer surplus.

SUPPL',"¢ _CTORS

Eleetricitl Seetor..Capaclty Expansion/Dispatching (CE/OIYF/OPA).(c) Develop new electric utility
capacity and dispatching rules to 1) compete specific technologies for specific parts of the load; 2) allow
for substantial changes in the load duration curve; 3) better represent intermediate and peaking capacity
construction decisions.

Electricity Sector-IPP Structure Improvements (CE/OUT/OPA). Examine majordecision factors in the
IPP sector to determine the adequacy of the IPP representation; complete validation test of IPP structure
relative to the recent market trends (1980-1990).

F2qD-USE SECTORS

Transportation Sector°.Baslc R_esign (EP). Develop and implement a redesigned transportation sector,
including final design, data development, coding, testing, and documentation.

Buildings and Industrial Sectors--Demand-Side Management Investments (CE/OPA). Investigate
approaches to a model structure to directly compete demand (i.e., demand side management-DSM) and
supply-side utility investments.

Buildings Sector..New Residential and Commercial End Uses (CF./OPA). Increase the number of end
uses in Fossil2 residential and commercial buildings sectot_ to enable more precise calibration with other
buildings models and to enhance Fossil2 policy analysi_ capabilities.

. Industrial Sector..Add Motors and Lighting End.uses (CE/OPA). Subdivide the current single industrial
electricity end-use, machine drive/electrolytic, into three end-uses: motors, lighting and other electric.

(a) DOE's Office of Domestic and International Energy Policy (EP).
(b) DOE-EP's Office of Economic Analysis(OEA).
(c) DOE-CE's Office of Utility Technologies (OUT) and Office of Planning and Assessment (OPA).
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the U.S. energy economy, and the industrialsector module is just one of several component

pieces. However, the importance of the PPCM parameters to the model cannot be overstated.

Because of their importanoe, the procedure for der/ving the time-dependent PPCMs, and the

PPCM values, should be reported along with the results of the analysis. Spreadsheets of data that

provide input to PPCM derivatiom-such as economic forecasts by SIC code-should be provided.

• Although reporting such values or derivations leaves them open to challenge by other parties, this

openness will increase the credil_lityof the analysis.
a

Another valuable change to "themodel would be additional "policy handles" related to the

PPCMs. These handles could be provided via off-line analysis tools used to derive the PPCMs.

For example, an off-line spreadsheet processor could used to make parametric changes to product

mix and industrial production changes that are then used to modify the PPCMs for input to the

model

Although it is not related to _ss/12 use or modification po"se, the importance of research

into structural change in industry must be stressed in any discussion of the PPC'Ms. The effects of

basic process choices and changes can have substantial effects on manufacturingenergy use,

: although the changes are reaely made in response to energy price (Ross end Hwang 1992).

Researchintothefactorsthataffectprocesschangesand intothe.causesandeffectsofother

industrialstructm-alchanges,suchasmovementstowardtheimportofintermediategoods,is

neededtoensurethatwhen we forecastindustrialenergyuse,we areconsideringthemostimpor-

tantissues.

4.1.2OtherParameters

Assumptions embedded in the mode_ such as the values of behavioral multipliers and capital

" retirement rates, can also be reported to provide a greater level of insight into the workings of

the model in a particular analysis. The embedded market share constraints on fuel use, e.g., those

that reflect regional limitations on renewable fuels and. the inability to use coal in some applica-

, tiom, can and should also be reported. These parameters are critical to the model's c_mputation

of fuel shares; they should be documented and studied further to gain additional insight into the

values that should be assigned to these constraints. Documenting and researching thee param.

eters will allow analysts and decision-makers to consider whether the model appropriately reflects

_

-

_
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new policies, such as Clean Air Act regulations, or whether new x_u_-_h findings ought to be

considered in developing the constraints for a particularanalysis.

4.1.3 "l!amlafion of Policies in._ M0del Invuts or Parameter Chan_es

For a given analys_ presumably some potent/al policy action is being studied. The transla-

tion of such policy actions into changes in model inputs or parameters should be made clear.
t

Without such a descr/ption, the analyst is at a disadvantage in trying to interpret whether the

policy was handled appropriately and in presenting results to decision-makers.

Modeling the effects of accelerated research and development is of particular interest to CE

program manager_ and policy-makers. Different research and development investment policies

are perhaps modeled best using a "scenarioanalysis"approach. That is, a different conservation

supply curve for each investment scenario is constructed outside the model, and FossiL2can then

be used to test the impact of the inferred technological improvements within its industrial sector

framework.

4.2 STRATEGIES F.OR MORE SUBSTAt3q'IVE CHANGES TO _ MODEL.

In this section, we discuss strategies for changing the industrial module that would require

coding changes but that do not involve fundamental changes to how the industrial sector is

represented.

4.2.1 Re_rting the Efficienci_ of the CapitalStock

For a scenario run, the Fossil2 output relevant to the industrial sector includes sector-specific

fuel prices and fuel consumption by end-use. One of the major obstacles confronting the analyst

who interprets the scenario is that he or she is provided fuel consumption results only. The

analyst does not have the information rexluired,for example, to compare two scenarios with differ-

ent consumption projections and determine why the results differ. In this situation, the analyst

can only make an educate_l guess about how much of the difference is due to changes in service

demand, in fuel market shares, in energy efficiency, or in some other factor.
i

To remedy this problem, Fx3c,sil2 could report the energy efficiencics of the capital stock

along with the fuel consumption results for each scenario. With this additional information, an

industrial energy analyst would be able to compare several scenarios and provide much more

4.4
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meaningful interpretations to dec_ion-makers. That is, he or she would have sufficient informa-

t/on to identify the causal factors behind Foss/L2'sfuel consumption results. Besides helping the

analyst understand the model projections, this type of information would also provide a logical

explanation for the model results and, thus, give the analysisgreater crech'bility.

The first type of efficiency information that could be added to the output reports would be

. the average efficiency of each end-use and fuel combination over time. This measure would

provide the most/nformation about the scenario, since the average efl]c/ency is a function of cur-

- rent and previous investments. In addition to the average efficiencies, it may be useful to provide

the marginal efficiencies being invested in at each time period. The marginalefficiencies would

offer a snapshot at different points in time of the level of investments in energy efficiency. Mar-

sinai efficiencies .wouldshow the instantaneous response to a policy change such as a tax or

investment credits.

When technology-baseA conservation supply curves are used, further insight would be

provided by mapping the marginalefficiencies with the corresponding technologies from the sup-

ply curves. In fact, this mapping could be automated and incorporated into the model output.

However, there are some caveats to this approach. First, the mapping would not be possible in

situations, such as the NES analysis, when empirical supply curves are used or when research and

development is assumed to shift the supply curve uniformlyoutward. In these situations, the sup-

ply curves lose their technological basis. Second, even in scenarios with strictly defined technol-

ogy-based conservation supply curves, the aggregation of technologies across an end-use would

make the point estimates obtained from the technology investment restdts meaningless. In other

words, the Fossil2 results would suggest that the entire industrialsector was investing in one tech-

nology in each fuel and end-use, clearly an unintended implication. The conclusion drawn here is

that the best strategy may be to provide the marginalefficiencies along with annotated supply

curves which map ranges of efficiencies along with their corresponding types or groups of

technologies.

Implementation is not quite as simple as reporting the values of variables already contained

, in the model. As explained in Chapter 2, Fossil2 &>esnot compute fuel consumption based

directly on physical measures of absolute efficiency. Efficiency in the model is measured relative

to a baseline efficiency for each end-nse and fuel. These baseline efficierlcies are implied, but not
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directly stated in terms of physical efficiencies, hl the definition of the base acrr/ce demand for

each end-use. Implementation would therefore require some minor recoding of the model and

coordination with the conservation supply curve databases.

4.2.2 D_rete V'mtagingof the Capital Stock

As explained in Chapter 2, each end-use and fuel combination employs a single, continuous v

variable to represent the quantityof its capital stock. The Fossil2 industrialsector module, there-

fore, does not distinguiah stock by its vintage or age. Because it has no additional information

available to it, the model operates as if retiring stock is at the averagestack efficiency. Among

the implications of this modeling strategy is that the impact of con_-rvation or energy efficiency

investments may be systematically understated. That is, in most cases the older stock would be

the least efficient stock, and retiring the older stock first would increase the average efficiency of

the stock as a whole. However, under the model's current strategy, this effect is lost as the effi-

ciency of the retiring stock, the average efficiency, is a blend of old and new investments.

The most direct way to impose a greater degree of precision on the model's capital stock

flow system would be to implement a system of discrete vintages for the capital stock of each fuel

and end-use combination. For example, capital stock could be grouped by 5- or 10-year blocks.

In a discrete vintaging system, the oldest vintage would be the stock at the assumed maximum

capital lifetime, and most of the retirements from stock would come from this vintage. Capital

stock in the rest of the vintages would age by flowing into progressively older vintages as the

model indexes over time during a simulation run. This strategy could conveniently, account for

early retirement by specifying a fraction (l_s than one) of stock at each vintage that "survive" to

reach the next vintage. Therefore, it would not be necessary to have ali retirements come from

the oldest vintage.

Implementing the discrete vintaging system would require a significant effort to collect addi-

tional historical data for the induLstrialsector. A fair amount of recoding would also be required
,¢

to incorporate the new stock retirement system and to classify parameters such as efficiencies and

market shares by vintage.(a) The benefits of the discrete vintaging system would include a

(a) Note that the other end-use sectors in Fossil2 also currently use the same continuous
variable vintaging system as the industrial sector.
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greater degree of precision in the model's results, as well as enhanced flem'bifityin the type of

conservation policies that can be tested effectively with the model

4.3 STRATEGIF__FOR SIGNIFICANT _GES TO THE MODEL

In this section, we discuss strategies for changing the industrial sector module that represents

• significant changes in that how industrial sector is represented in the module.

4.3.1 Reorfanization of Industrial Sector Based on Industries
w

As currentlyconfigured, energy use in Fc_il2's industrial sector module is aggregated into

four broad end-use categories: steam, process heat, industrial machine dr/re/electrolytic pr_,

and energy feedstocks. Characteristics of the capital stocks, energy efficient technologies avail-

able, investment behavior, and fuel consumption are lumped together in these end-use categories.

Because the industrial sector is just one of several energy sectors in the Fossil2 model, this degree

of aggregation has not been inappropriate for past studies. While it is not our intention to sug-

gest that the H3ssil2industrial sector be developed to the point at which it could function as a

detailed, stand-alone industrial model, ff DOE continues to use FossiL?.as a major polioT analysis

tool, some greater level of detail in the industrial sector model may be justified.

An alternative approach to organi_g industrial energy use in Fbssil2 would be to group

energy demand by industries rather than by the aggregate end-use categories. Several configura-

tions would be poss_le. One that comes to mind quickly is to categorize industrial energy use by

higher-level (eog.,two-, three-, or four-digit) SIC codes. The advantage of this method would be

that the SIC system is a standard and widely recognized formal classification system, which would

tend to facilitate data collection for the model as well as interpretation of the results.

A more innovative aggregation scheme would be one that exploits the fact that the OIT is

primarily interested in modeling energy consumption in the industrial sector. The SIC system is

constructed as an ac.counting system for contributions, by sector of the economy, to national

output and wealth, lt is basically indifferent to relative energy consumption. A classification sys-

tem that emphasizes detail on energy-intemive industries may prove more appropriate for OIT's

purposes. This energy-cognizant classification scheme could also be based on SIC codes, though

; at different levels of aggregation, depending on contn'bution to industrial energy consumption,

and thus claim some of the aforementioned advantages of using the standard SIC system.
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Ross and Hwang (1992) took such an energy-cognizant approach in developing the Long-

Term Industrial Energy Forecasting (LIEF) model Industries were divided into four sectors:

1) slow-growing, non-energy-intensive; 2) fast-growing,energy-intensive; 3) energy-intensive mate-

rials-processing with recycling; and 4) energy-intensive materials- processing without recycling.

The reorganization of Fossil2's industrial sector would definitely not be a trivialundertaking.

However, most of the existing modeling paradigmwould still be valid under the new system. The

existing model structure with respect to energy service demands, investments in energy efficiency,

fuel market shares, capital stock turnover, etc., would still be appropriate. The only important dif-

ference would be that the industrial classes would be used in piace of the aggregateend-use cat-

egories. Baseline relationships mnong national income (e.g., GN'P), overall industrial production

(e.g., the IPI), and energy consmnption within the industrial classes would have to be developed

to serve the function of the PPC'_ the model currentlyuses. V_e such a reorganization would

not complicate the model conceptually, it would requiresubstantial effort in terms of collecting

data and cah_rating the model.

One component might not transfer seamlessly from the end-use aggregation to an industrial

classification system: the technology-based conservation supply curves. In fact, Foss/L2'saggregate

: industrial end-use categories were devised to take advantage of common applications of energy

use and corresponding technology options across ali industries. The technology-based conserva-

tion supply curve approach may be less appropriate for an industrial classification system. That is,

: the degree of heterogeneity of energy-consuming technologies within one industry may be higher

than it is for technologies within a common application or end-use. If that proved to be the case,

= then empirically derived conservation supply curves such as those used in the NES analysis might

serve as a better model of the relationship between energy prices and investments in energy effi-

ciency within a class of industries. The supply curves used in the LIEF model were developed

using information from three sources: technology characterizations for sample subsectors, tech-

nology adoption behavior, and econometric analyses (Ross and Hwang 1992). These supply

curves may be of interest in any efforts to reorganize the F_siL2 industrial module.

Reorganizing the Fos,siL2industrial sector by industrial classes has several potential benefits.

The model would be more precise and poss_ly more accurate if the level of its detail was refined.

Not only would the model inputs be more preciselydefined, but the degree of verisimilitude of
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the model results would be greatly enriched. The analyst would have a clearer picture of the

industrialenergy system results as projected by the model, which would help him or her in inter-

preting the results and supporting them to policy-makers.

Reorganization of the Fossil2 industrial sector based on industries would not be warranted if

Fossil2 is not planned for extensive use in the future, especially in light of the Energy Information

Administration'splanstodevelop a NationalEnergyModelingSystem.

4.3.2Reconfigurati0noftheInd_trialSectorIntoMore SpecificEnd-Uses.

An alternate approach to improving the specificity of F¢_i12 modeling results is to break out

morespecificend-uses,suchasmotorsandlighting.Sucha reconfigurationwouldalloweasier

analysisofspecificprograms,forexample,thosedirectedatincreasingthecapitalstockturnover

rate(and,hence,theadoptionrateofmoreefficientstock)forubiquitoustechnologiessuchas

motors.No fundamentalchangestothemodelstructurewouldberequired,althoughadditional

conservationsupplycurvesforthenew end-useswouldbeneede_l.(Work inthisareaiscurrently

planned--seeTable4.1.)

4.3.3_Re_onalization

Fossil2modelsthenationalenergyeconomyasa singleentity.Therefore,itsassumptions

aboutprices,stocks,resources,etc.,arenotdistinguishedbyregion.Often,policy-makersarcnot

concernedsolelywiththeeffectsofapolicyon thenationasawhole:theyarcalsoconcerned

with the effects on various regions of the country. This is especially true of decision-makers in

Congress, who are in office to represent the interests of theirstate or district.

.The conceptual design for regionalizing Fossil2's industrial sector would not be difficult, but

the scale of effort in terms of collecting data and calibrating the model would increase directly

with the number of regions. Basically, the task would be to create an industrial sector, approx-

imately equivalent in structure to the current version, for each of the regions in the model.

• Judicious use of arrayswould facilitate the model coding, but ft would not make the intellectual

task of constructing the regionalized model with appropriate historical data and behavioral param-

• eters any simpler.

The potential benefits of regionalizing the FossiL2industrial sector include the ability to

address the following: regional tirol availability and constraints, regional price differences,
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non-uniform growth iu industries across regions, and impacts of policies on individualregions.

Also, the model would operate at a greater degree of precision than the aggregate national model

and would provide the analyst with more information to support the model's results to

policy-makers.

4.4 _AL THOUGHTS

The expected benefits of any specific industrial module development would, of course, have

to be judged not only in terms of its own costs, but also in terms of the opportunity costs that

affect the development of the rest of the model Specific changes to the model's industrial sector

may be desirable themselves, but resources (as well as computer memory) might be better applied

to furtherdeveloping other sectors of the model Efforts to modify the industrial sector would

only be successful if they were coordinated with the development of the other energy sectors in

_i12.

In considering model development, we must remain cognizant of the limitations and simplifi-

cations that are inevitable in the process. Policy analysis models do not offer exact predictions

about the future. Instead, they distill computationaUy complex situations into readily understand-

able and communicable results that offer some insight tor decision-makers. Any decision to

construct a model or further develop an existing model mtLstbe made in this context.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED FOSSIL2 RESULTS FOR VARIOUS CASES
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